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VERSE  1
It takes more faith to believe in “Chance” than it takes to believe in PLANNED.
FAITH believes God simply spoke,  and what He spoke …. HAPPENED.

“Chance” believes a Billion Billion Billion 
 improvements had to happen, evolve.   And
 Everything was an accident..... that happened with NO PLAN:  (By accident!)

 
INTERLUDE  READING  DURING  VERSE 1:    Mark 13: 19   >>

JESUS combined speaking of the CREATION moment in time with the END OF TIME:
“For in those days there will be tribulation, such as has not been since the beginning of

the creation which God created  until this time, nor ever shall be.” 

CHORUS
More faith is needed to reject math,  to say odd things happened  just by chance
despite what  statistical  probability clearly shows:

Evidence of Plans.    Romans One  evidence of GOD.
Math equations for probability would NOT be ignored if looked at objectively.  In
fact, scientists would be so excited by mathematical evidence of design!

Mark 13: 19 – YES,  there IS a GOD!

=======================================================================================

VERSE  2
It takes more faith to believe in “FATE” than it takes to believe in PLANS.
FATE believes you have NO HOPE.  And what you do does not matter.

“Fate” believes a Billion Billion Billion   
 different things COULD have happened to you.   And
Everything is beyond control by god …. or by YOU. (Where's any hope?)

INTERLUDE  READING  DURING  VERSE 2:    ROMANS 1:20  >>   
“For since the creation of the world His invisible attributes are clearly seen, being

understood by the things that are made, even His eternal power & Godhead, so that
[PEOPLE]  are withOUT excuse...”

CHORUS   (optional)
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VERSE  3
It takes more faith to believe that Life just happened for NO REASON.
Evolution says – with NO evidence – that “Nothing”  just became >>> WORLDS. ?????

Yet the Sun and moon are just the right distance …. to support LIFE.   And
different kinds of protection for birds different animals  show creative PLANS.

   INTERLUDE   READING  FOR  VERSE  3  
Look at one square acre of forest.  Just one.  Think of how many DIFFERENT

NEST DESIGNS there are for birds, DIFFERENT SELF-DEFENSE protections for 
animal, different shades of GREEN there are..... all within  ONE  single square acre.

WHY?  Absolutely no reason according to Evolution: Once a self-defense works,
or a nest works, or a color shade works, there's NO REASON TO DEVELOP a different 
option............. Romans 1:  All around us is Evidence of an ARTIST Creator God!

CHORUS   (optional)

=======================================================================================

VERSE  4
It is easy to believe in God – WHEN honestly looking.
Statistical chance gives evidence: It takes “Faith” to believe “Life Just Happened.”

Believe in a trillion trillion trillion chances that made ONE cell of LIFE   surely
requires MORE faith in Evolution than believing what the Bible shows: 

A God's design!

CHORUS
More faith is needed to reject math,  to say odd things happened  just by chance
despite what statistical probability clearly shows:

Evidence of Plans.    Romans One  evidence of GOD.
Math equations for probability would NOT be ignored if looked at objectively.  In
fact, scientists would be so excited by mathematical evidence of design!

Mark 13: 19 – YES,  there IS a GOD!

=======================================================================================

Song Story.   
Written 3-1/2 years after I first drafted these basic lyrics,  I'd set aside Journal 16

for awhile... The words were OK, but just did not seem to give God the Glory He
deserves... Ephesians 3:21.  During those three years I'd begun to research a lot of 
Biology  &  Astronomy evidences of how statistically IMPROBABLE were the By-Chance
designs of so very  many things... especially how wasteful Evolution would be. 

Example:   In the reading during Verse 3.


